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Motivation

The DBA rulebook defines a restriction on movement in a separate section as follows:

(version 2.1 text)

No element can move across the front of an enemy element [*] within one element base width distance

and not at least partially separated from it by another element, except to contact or face one such

element [*], or to retire directly to its own rear, or as an outcome move.

(version 2.2 text, tentatively)

An element directly in front of an enemy element [*] at or closer than 1 base width with no other element

even partially between, can move only to contact or line up facing 1 such element [*], or directly to its own

rear without changing direction, or as an outcome move.

The fundamental question is this: how does a player determine whether another element is partially between itself and an

enemy element?Between what part of the enemy element, and what part of the friendly element?

One note before I begin. ZOC is an acronym for 'Zone of Control', a board wargaming term that any boardgame players

are familiar with.Phil has repeatedly stated 'there is no ZOC ' there is only a restriction on movement within a base-width

distance of an enemy's front under certain conditions'.Fair enough ' in the text given here and below I will be referring to

whether a certain element is 'within the zone of restricted movement created by being at or closer than one base width of

an enemy element without another element even partially between', which has the acronym

WTZORMCBBAOCTOBWOAEEWAEEPB.For brevity, however, I'm going to use ZOC instead. If you don't like the word

'Control' in ZOC, consider it to be 'Constraint' instead.

Heuristics

There are three commonly-used heuristics to calculate how a ZOC is exerted and what 'partially between' means.

Carpet method.The ZOC is a single rectangle extending out from the front of the enemy element, the width of the

enemy element, and as deep as the closest element blocking the ZOC.In other words, it is like rolling out a carpet '

you roll it out until it hits something, at which point it stops rolling.This is the method used in DBA Online (DBAOL).

1.

Flashlight method.Consider the enemy front to be shining light like a flashlight in a series of lines perpendicular to its

front edge.If any of the flashlight lines hits some other object it goes no further.A friendly element is considered to

have some other element 'partially between' if one of the flashlight lines is blocked ' in other words, if something

'casts a shadow' on part of the friendly element.

2.

Firing Arc method.An element is in ZOC if it is possible to draw straight lines from the corners of the enemy front

edge to the corners of the friendly element's edge (leading edge, I assume?) as well as being within the square

one-base-width region in front of the enemy element front edge; 'partially between' occurs when some other

element blocks the lines from corners to corners. This is apparently the method used in HOTT.

3.

Other methods are possible, but these seem to be the major contenders.

Each heuristic is a method for evaluating whether an element is in ZOC, and where to look for other elements that may be

'partially between' it and the enemy element attempting to exert that ZOC. 'Between' is easily defined.The problem is this:

between what and what?

Carpet Method:

Between is computed between the perpendicular extension of the enemy front edge and any part of the element.Blocking

occurs if the perpendicular extension of the enemy front edge meets some other element before it meets the target

element.

Flashlight Method:

Between is computed between the perpendicular extension of any point on the enemy front edge and the element.Blocking

occurs if any perpendicular line drawn from the enemy front edge meets some other element before it meets the target

element.



Firing Arc Method:

Between is computed between any point on the enemy front edge and the element. Blocking occurs if any line drawn from

the enemy front edge meets some other element before it meets the target element.Blocking occurs if any line drawn from

the enemy front edge meets some other element before it meets the target element.

Note that the above descriptions are simplified.For example, in the Firing Arc method you must decide whether you are

drawing lines to an edge of the target element or whether you are drawing lines to the whole target element.If you are only

shooting at one edge, you must define how to determine which edge. It is also possible for the edge to be blocked by some

object that is not within the base-width square region. About which more later; for the moment just suffice it to say that the

descriptions above are intended to give a basic understanding of the principles behind the heuristic, not to be a complete

description of all the complications the heuristic entails.

In each method there is a region that defines a zone of interest between any two elements.The practical difference

between these heuristics can be described by showing the zones and how they work.Some images showing these zones

follow.

Carpet Method

Image 0-1.This is the basic zone for determining ZOC in the carpet method.In the carpet method the

zone of interest is always rectangular. Any element in the gray zone is considered partially between

the red element exerting its ZOC and the blue element.

The dotted gray line represents the full extent of potential ZOC with no obstacles, one base-width

square from the front edge of the red element.

Flashlight Method

Image 0-2.This is the basic zone for determining ZOC in the flashlight method.As above, any element

in the gray zone is considered partially between the red element exerting its ZOC and the blue

element; and the dotted gray line shows the full base-width square from the front edge of the red

element.

Note the small region on the right edge, between the right side of the gray line and the dotted gray line.

With the flashlight method there remains an unanswered question ' can a 'shadow' be cast on a part of

the element that is not within a base-width distance of the red element?Image 0-2 shows the zone if

the answer is 'no'; image 0-3 (below) shows the zone if the answer is 'yes'.

Image 0-3.As mentioned above, the unanswered issue is whether you check for 'shadows' only on the

parts of the blue element that are within the full base-width square zone. If you don't check parts that

are beyond one base width away from the red element, use image 0-2; if you check all parts no matter

how far away they are for shadow, use this image.

Firing-Arc Method

Image 0-4.This shows one possible zone for the firing-arc method.An element in the gray zone is

considered 'partially between' the red element exerting its ZOC and the left face of the blue

element.Note the additional complication here ' it may be necessary to choose a relevant face of the

blue element.Image 0-4 shows the zone for the left face; image 0-5 shows the zone for the right face,

and image 0-6 shows the zone if we take the whole element (mathematically equivalent to the union of

both left-face and right-face zones).

Image 0-5.This is the other possible choice if one face is chosen to determine the active gray zone in

which blocking ZOC is possible. Note that deciding which face to use as the determinant for the gray

zone is not always easy.In this case the blue element is exactly at 45 degrees to the red element, so

neither face is closer to parallel.If a single-face method is used, the way to determine the relevant face

must be spelled out clearly.Arguments are very likely to ensue if choosing one face (and its gray zone)

ends up with a clear ZOC, and choosing the other face (and its zone) ends up with a blocked ZOC.



Image 0-6.If you consider the active zone to be either of the above (i.e. both faces at once are

important) then the gray zone becomes the union of the two (or more) possibilities.This image shows

that situation, called hereafter the 'whole element' version of the firing-arc heuristic.

One final note ' as with the Flashlight method, there are additional complications created by the part of

the blue element hanging out of the dotted gray region.What happens if some blocking element is

inside the gray zone, but not in the base-width square region that defines ZOC?

Image 0-7.This shows a situation where the orange element is not with the one base-width ZOC area

of the red element, but still might be considered to be blocking its ZOC (that is, it is clearly 'partially

between' the red element and the blue element if we use the firing-arc method and the gray active

zone that examines firing arcs to both faces of the blue element).

Image 0-8.This is the final possibility for firing-arc method. To resolve the problem shown up in figure

0-7, instead of determining the gray active zone by drawing firing arcs to the whole element, we only

draw firing arcs to the part of the element that is within the one base-width zone shown by the dotted

line.Any part of the blue element that hangs out beyond or behind the base-width square is irrelevant

for consideration.While this solves the problem, I would like to point out that determining whether an

element is within ZOC or not becomes quite a bit more complex, and therefore much more subject to

argument and rancor. For future debate, call this heuristic the trancated whole-element firing-arc

heuristic.

Image 0-9.This shows that the whole-element firing-arc may require examination of firing arcs to more

than two sides of the element.In this case, three sides must be examined.

Image 0-10.This shows an extreme case of the firing-arc method of image 0-9 (whole-element

firing-arc heuristic).As with image 0-8, it is possible to modify the heuristic to consider blocking (being

'partly between') to occur only within the base-width distance zone of the ZOC, although that is

certainly not supported by the written rules.

Convex Hull Method

Image 0-11.One commentator suggested that the text ofthe DBA rulebook supports a

more general interpretation.Instead of checking a firing-arc zone from the front edge of X

to any part of A, this method (called here the convex hull method, as the zone described

is known as a convex hull in mathematics) examines the zone between any part of X

(front edge or any other edge) and any part of A.

As might be expected, this much larger blocking region allows some non-intuitive

results.One is shown on the left ' the orange element B counts as 'partly between'

elements X and A according to the convex hull heuristic, and so blocks X from exerting a ZOC on A (and also blocks A from

exerting a ZOC on X).

Discussion

Image 1: enemy elements X, Y, and Z are exerting ZOC on friendly elements A, B, and C.

Here it does not matter which heuristic we use for ZOC ' all of them give the same result.



Image 2.A similar situation ' even if the two lines of elements are not perfectly aligned, all

three heuristics give the same result.In this case, element B is in the ZOC of both X and Y no matter which heuristic you

use.Note that the 'whole-element' firing-arc heuristic totally breaks down in this case ' elements A, B, and C are not in the

ZOC of X and Y at all.

Angled Lines

Image 3.Here things get a bit more interesting, and some differences show up between

the way the heuristics work.This is a simple situation ' the friendly line (elements A, B, C)

is at a slight angle to enemies X and Y.

Image 4.This shows how the Carpet heuristic resolves simple angled lines.Element A is in

the ZOC of X; element B is in the ZOC of Y (but not X); element C is not in ZOC at the

moment.

Image 5.Same situation, using the Flashlight heuristic.Element A is in the ZOC of X;

element B is in the ZOC of Y (but not X); element C is not in ZOC at the moment.The part

of B that falls within the shadow of A is blacked out for clarity, as is the part of C that is in

the shadow of B.

Image 6.Same situation with the Firing Arc heuristic.Element A is in the ZOC of X;

element B is in the ZOC of both X and Y; element C is in the ZOC of Y.

Note again that the whole-element firing-arc heuristic breaks down here also ' none of A,

B, or C are in the ZOC of X or Y here when that heuristic is used.

Staggered Parallel Lines

Image 7.Another common situation ' one element is slightly back from the main line, but

the two lines are parallel.This happens when recoils break up a line in close combat or

missile fire, plus as a result of movement.As you can see on the left, if the two lines are

aligned then the heuristic doesn't matter ' all three heuristics give the same result.

Image 8.Now we get a bit more complicated ' one element is slightly back from the main

line, the two lines are parallel, but they are not side-edge aligned.Recoils from missile fire

are one way this situation might arise in play.



Image 9.This is how the Carpet heuristic resolves the situation of image 8.Element A is in

the ZOC of X; element C is in the ZOC of Y; element B is not in ZOC at the moment.

Image 10.Same situation, but using the Flashlight heuristic.Element A is in the ZOC of X;

element B is in the ZOC of both X and Y; and element C is in the ZOC of Y.

Image 11.Same situation again, but using the Firing Arc heuristic.Element A is in the ZOC

of X; element C is in the ZOC of Y; element B is not in ZOC at the moment.Note that the

results are the same as the Carpet heuristic for this case.

Note that this uses the 'single-face' version of the firing-arc heuristic.If the 'whole

element' version is used, as shown in images 0-6 through 0-10, then none of elements A,

B, or C are in any ZOC of X or Y here, which counts as a serious anomaly.

Staggered Angled Lines

Image 12.As with image 8, but now the two opposing lines of elements are not parallel.

Image 13.The Carpet heuristic. Element A is in the ZOC of X; element C is in the ZOC of

Y.Element B is not in any ZOC, and even if the position of the X/Y enemy line is shifted

to the right element B will still be shielded from ZOC by either A or C.

Image 14.Flashlight heuristic. As shown element A is in the ZOC of X. Element B is

shielded from the ZOC of X by element A, but it is in the ZOC of Y.Element C is shielded

from the ZOC of Y by B since B is partly between C and Y using the flashlight definition of

between. The width of the shadow of A is shown in the green bar below it; the part of B

that falls within the shadow of A is blacked out for clarity. Similarly, the part of C that is in

the shadow of B is blacked out.

Image 15.Firing-arc heuristic. As shown element A is in the ZOC of X. Element B is in the

ZOC of Y, although if the X/Y line was shifted slightly left or right element B would no

longer be in ZOC (as a corner of A or C would block the firing arc from corners of Y to

corners of B).Element C is also in the ZOC of Y.

Note that the above uses the version of the firing-arc heuristic that examines only a

single face of the element to determine blocking.If we use the version of the heuristic

shown in images 0-6 through 0-10, then neither B nor C are in ZOC (X still exerts a ZOC

on A).

Closer Examination of ZOC and Staggered Angled Lines



In the images below I show more precisely what happens to ZOC as element X is positioned slightly to the left and right of

the staggered and slightly angled line A/B/C.

Image 16-1.Carpet Heuristic.From this position element X exerts a ZOC on A, but no

other element.

Image 16-2.Carpet Heuristic again.Here element X has been positioned slightly to the

right relative to the same line of blue elements.It now exerts a ZOC on C, but not on B.

Image 16-3.Same thing (Carpet Heuristic), with X shifted farther to the right.No change.

Image 17-1.Flashlight Heuristic, with the same physical situation as image 16-1. X exerts

a ZOC on A, but no other element, the same result as with the Carpet heuristic.

Image 17-2.Flashlight Heuristic, with the same physical situation as image 16-2.X exerts

a ZOC on B, but not on C ' the reverse of the effect of the Carpet Heuristic. Element C is

blocked from ZOC by having B partially between it and X.

Image 17-3.Flashlight Heuristic, with the same physical situation as image 16-3.Now X

has been shifted sufficiently far to the right that B is no longer within its base-width.As

such, B no longer is partially between for purposes of this heuristic, and now X exerts a

ZOC on C.

Image 18-1.Firing-arc Heuristic with the situation as 16-1.A is in the ZOC of X, the same

result as both the carpet and flashlight heuristics.

Image 18-2.Firing-arc Heuristic with element X shifted to the right exactly enough that its

front edge is within the lines extending from the side edges of B, allowing it to be

unblocked.This is about half way between the positions of images 16-1 and 16-2.Both

elements B and C are in the ZOC of X.



Image 18-3.Firing-arc Heuristic with situation as 16-2.Now element C is in the ZOC of X,

but B is not because the elements are not perfectly lined up according to the side edges

of A and C.Note that the final result is identical here to the carpet heuristic.

The result of ZOC for Firing-arc Heuristic on the situation of 16-3 is the same as the

above.

Anomalous Situations

The below are not a definitive list of strange situations ' I wanted to get this web-page up to show the basics as soon as

possible.I will be adding more strange situations (for each heuristic) as I have time and get ideas. If you have an idea,

please send it to me at kuijt@umiacs.umd.edu and I will try to put it in (time and space permitting).

Image 19.Problems with the whole-element firing-arc heuristic.The image shows a

situation that arises when using the firing-arc heuristic as shown in image 0-6 or 0-7,

where the firing arc to the whole element is computed rather than a single face of the

element.Element X does not exert a ZOC on element A.In fact, it is nearly impossible for

X to exert a ZOC on A in this situation. Using the truncated whole-element firing-arc

heuristic as shown in image 0-8 does not solve the problem either, as B is within the

one-base-width zone of X, so it still blocks the ZOC that X is trying to exert on A.

In fact, even simpler situations cause a terrible problem with the whole-element firing-arc heuristic. Examine image 2,

image 6, and image 11. All three cases shown are very simple situations, and in all three the whole-element firing-arc

heuristic seems to totally break down X and Y are unable to exert any ZOC on elements A, B, or C.

Image 20.Flashlight through a gap.X exerts a ZOC on both elements A and B.C does not

count as partly between here because it is not within the base-width of X and so it does

not cast a shadow on B.

Image 21.Same situation as image 19 with element X shifted slightly to the right.Now

element X does not exert a ZOC on B here, since C blocks it.X exerts a ZOC on

elements A and C only.

Image 22.Another flashlight through a gap anomaly.Element X exerts a ZOC on A, B, and

C.

Image 23.The same anomaly as image 21, made more severe.Flashlight through a

gap.Element X exerts a ZOC on A, B, C, and D.

Image 24.Firing-arc through a gap.This is similar to the situation of Image 21 and 22, but

using the firing-arc heuristic where the arc is drawn to a single face of the target element

(as shown in image 0-5 or 0-6 earlier).Element X exerts a ZOC on A (and, of course, on

B and C)



Image 25.Firing-arc Multi-targeting. This shows another anomaly, but of a different

flavour.Instead of being too restrictive, this situation shows how a single element can

exert ZOC on a whole column of elements.Using the firing-arc heuristic, element X is

exerting ZOC on the whole column of elements A, B, C.As it turns out, X is also exerting

ZOC on a second column composed of elements D, E, and F, at the same time (grey

ZOC-zone omitted for clarity in this image).This anomaly makes ZOC a very powerful

tool, perhaps too powerful.Since a single element can put a whole column in ZOC, and no

element of the column will be able to move to face or combat X, the only option for

column ABC is to retreat as single-element moves directly to their rear.That will take 3 pips.For a single pip on the red

element's next bound he can move forward to put them all in ZOC again, further paralyzing them for another bound.While it

is possible to construct situations where other ZOC-exertion heuristics will also be able to paralyze a column for a while,

this image does show that it becomes much easier to do so (and keep doing so) with the single-face firing-arc heuristic.

Image 26.Blocking ZOC in the Firing-arc Heuristic.Element X exerts no ZOC on any of

elements A, B, C, D.Here the gray region shows the base-width square zone in which an

element might be in ZOC, not the actual ZOC exerted.In point of fact, X cannot exert a

ZOC on B or C no matter how close he gets or how he shifts to the right or left.This

position seems at first thought to be rather arbitrary, but it could arise very simply in an

actual battle.Suppose element X moves up to put a line of elements ABCD in ZOC.The

blue player, on his bound, wishes to block the ZOC of X so as to free up elements BC to

move as he wishes.Nothing is simpler ' by shifting element A forward and to the right until

it slightly overlaps the front left corner of B, and by doing a similar move with D overlapping C, you arrive at the position of

image 26.Now both B and C are out of ZOC from X, and may move freely.

Image 27.Blocking ZOC in the Carpet Heuristic.Element X exerts no ZOC on element B,

because element A is closer in the ZOC than B is, even though it is significantly off to the

side.


